
Dear Joe Socenbloom, 	 3/25/93 

With the student's return, here is every page I got from the ?BI on the Martin and 

Boyle films. There may be some duplication. There may be seine duplication that for the 

purposes of investigation may not really be duplicative. -After so many years I g do not 

remember. I can't take the time to vaete more on this greasy kid stuff of inquiry into 

baseless theories of conspiracy neon '.:hick you and Frontline are engaged, convinced of 

its significance from the depth of utter and complete subject-matter ignorance and per-

haps from being conned a bit by those who can profit personsily from that. 

Even in the limited concept of a profile On Oswald this is a juvenile interest you 

have, a connection of some kind between General Walker and the Oswald August, 1963 

arrest in New Orleans you o•ee is on Johnflartin's film. I tank it is not. It is more 

likely on iwlels. Uhich I've never seen. I gave that interest up years ago, when in 

cleric= inquiry it seemed no longer to serve any mature intere'st. 

It is apparent that Frontline has approached the subject without any real knowledge 

of th.e factual information available and if they did more than ream without even the 

slightout effort to learn if it exists or how it may be available for use. It also is 

apparent that it has employed at least one person with a vested Interest in keeping the 

show tins ignorant. Otherwise his ignorance of (act would be exposed. Indeed,1414ndif-

ference to fact. This is that also quelifice him to have contracted a bokk, for which he 

needed a coauthor. 
4(1.,) 

So at the top the show has have not the slightest notion
/ 

 of how to apieroach this 
4-64-4,/, subject responsibly and make no effort to and instead 1-snire?-to do the work under them 

those who also subject-matter ignoramuses, conspiracy theordiets to whom the responsible 

pproach is that of a novelist, and who have neither the knowledgeNer the competence to 

evolve apythins that is factual and is repponsible and can meet the standards the country 

ehould be able to expect of public TV. What we shoultd be able to expect is more than goofy 

talk-eip, parodies, lout nor than idle conspirac theorizing by those who do not know 

'ohiough to do tit-It/other than childishly, more then copying the worst of commercial TV. 

I have no perJonal interest in being: on the show and if asked I would not be. I have 

nothing to try to sell it. I write in the Dope that whtle there is yet tj_ee there may be 

some rethinking and that public TV will not again betray the trust of viewers and again 

deceive and mislead them al a subject I consider to be of great national importance. Feel 

free to give this to the producere. In fact I'd like you to. They should have some inkling 

of their irresponsibility and their stupidity. 

4 cash costs on this, not including my time, are ‘'s11.95 plus the postage. I'd apprec-

iate its return to me. 

You and your Adncere child also understand that this is not some indirect pitch 

for being hired. I don't and I want no connection of any kind with what Frontline is up to. 
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For mywelf I make a distinction between meking what I have available to others and 

having any personal association with what they are doing or will do. host of those who 
been have eebti here and have had access to all that I have are those I know will do what I do 

not agree oith. But they have all had unsupervised free access. 

On the other hand, last year I refused employment by Thames TV, which is in the 

joint operation with HBO to be aired early next month. on the ring case. 

I also refused to apeear on it. I have no interest in personal attention. When I 

hive appeared on TV shows it was because I received the assur laces I sought in advance. 

These experiences with TV producers does not persuade me their's is a calling that 

is conducive to honesty and truthfulness.Or requires either. 

I'll be 80 in two weeks and a day. I'm limited in what I can do by a nymber of medi- 

ccil problems. I consider the time I've spent on tnis to be wasted where there is much I 

want to do with the time I still have. 

So, from what you have reflected islarFrontline is doing andfrom what 1  know of one 

it hired early as an expert on the subject, I'd rather not waste any more time on what 

I believe will confuze, misle—ad and misinform the people even more. Like all others, 

you are welcome to come here, search what I have and use mye copier to copy what you want. 

I mean this offer and I make it because I have made it to all others. But at the 

some time I do not expect it to be accepted becasoe individually and collectively you have 

no interest in fact, and there is much established fact, what ig not at all theoretical. 

I know of nor theory that ;:autvives examination with the available kid fact. by this I mean 

those t at have been advanced publicly. 

There is none in nay of my seven published bookd and none in any work in progress. 

I don't kilo,' why frontline was not in touch with me to begin with. I can gas but 

there is no need to. I want no canaection.Wit],l,it. But if there is anyone there who is at nimecla or 
all responsible, he ought, or she ought, ask/herself why none of them has been in touch 

with one who has published more than anyone else on the subject and has done mode than 

anyone else to bring suppressed information to light and who wrote a book about Oswald- 

who is supposedly the subject of their show. 4hd 4e04,14;1  2401-4,1c 
There are only two profeseiueal historians/0 political scientists who do not address 

this subject in terms of their political preconceptions and they have not been talked to. 

The published work of those who have written as Droatline reflects is faulted, some atrociLly 

so, all ignorantly so. 

I rellise this gives you an interest in not showing this to the producers. I will not 

waste any more time on this to write them separately. I ask again that you s}ow or give it 

to them. As I told you to begin with, you reflect as they have to the degree I know what t 

they plan and eutrageous waste -worse than waste - of public money that is not plentiful. 

Sincerely, rold Weisberg 


